States. Second, senior engineer leaders need an organizational structure that facilitates continuous and effective joint engineer transformation. The engineer organizations that are responsible for managing today's engineer units and for developing tomorrow's engineer forces are not properly structured to accomplish these two critical requirements.
This paper reviews the key service and joint headquarters and staffs that should be responsible for managing the joint engineer integration and transformation processes.
Specifically, it looks at the structure and missions of the service organizations responsible for organizing, equipping, manning, and training service engineers. These are the US Army Engineer School (USAES), the Naval Construction Forces Command (NCFC), and the Air Force Civil Engineering Support Agency (AFCESA). The paper then reviews the structure and missions of key joint engineer staffs that support the CJCS, JFCOM commander, and the geographic combatant commanders. Collectively, these service and joint engineer organizations are the primary ones responsible for performing the two tasks of joint engineer integration and joint engineer transformation.
The paper proposes a set of organizational changes that will improve the service engineer leadership's ability to accomplish these tasks. It recommends the creation of a Joint Engineer 
NEW FORCES DRIVING NEW ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
The President, the SECDEF, and the CJCS have identified joint integration and transformation as critical processes that will keep the Armed Forces the best today while becoming the best into the future. They have structured controlling organizations to make these processes happen. The leadership doesn't know exactly where joint integration and transformation will take the military but they recognize that the 21 st Century demands flexible, adaptive organizations that must work together and continuously improve on an ever-shortening cycle. This section reviews their actions and makes the case that the senior engineer leaders need to follow their lead. That is, the Engineer Service Chiefs need to recognize joint engineer integration and joint engineer transformation as critical processes for the Armed Service engineers and then structure existing organizations to be able to accomplish these critical functions.
In his National Security Strategy, the President of the United States calls for the transformation of America's national security institutions to meet the challenges and opportunities of the twenty-first century. 1 He has given the Defense Department "a broad mandate to challenge the status quo and envision a new architecture of American defense for decades to come."
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Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld has made "jointness" a top priority. In fact, his number two and three priorities are to strengthen joint warfighting capabilities and to transform the joint force, respectively. To achieve these priorities the SECDEF has set the following goals:
• Joint CONOPS to integrate air, land, sea, and ISR assets
• Translate Joint CONOPS into acquisition strategy
• Bring Jointness to the lowest level
• Strengthen joint exercise and joint training
• Lighter, more agile, easily deployable units
• A military culture that rewards innovation and risk-taking Secretary Rumsfeld believes that achieving joint integration and joint transformation are requirements for achieving the objectives of the defense strategy.
3 Secretary Rumsfeld has also recognized that to transform the US Armed Forces to train and prepare for war the way it will fight -jointly -will require the transformation of the Defense Department that "serves them and prepares them for battle." The CJCS has also directed the Services to improve their joint warfighting capabilities.
He sums up the importance of joint integration and transformation by stating that "just as improved joint warfighting capabilities are necessary to succeed against future enemies, so too is transformation of the force a necessity." 5 His staff developed Joint Vision 2020 which states that to "build the most effective force for 2020 we must be fully joint: intellectually, operationally, organizationally, doctrinally, and technically.
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In order to achieve joint integration and joint transformation, these leaders have created structures or re-aligned existing ones. In fact, the range of military operations that the engineers must support has increased significantly with the addition of the War on Terrorism and the need for Homeland Defense.
One recent study of engineer support to Homeland security concluded that regionally based engineer "Response Task Forces" (RTF) were the optimum way to meet the engineering requirements. It also concluded that these RTFs "must be joint and multi-component" in order to have sufficient engineer assets to cover the entire country. 12 Engineers must be able to quickly and effectively integrate their forces and capabilities to successfully support this full spectrum of operations. As requirements for engineers increase but the size of the engineer force remains static, effective and efficient application of all military engineer assets will become essential. To support this need for improved joint engineer integration, the engineers require an organizational structure that can coordinate and integrate the service engineer capabilities in a resource constrained and high operational tempo environment.
The record for effectiveness and efficiency of joint engineer operations shows there is room for improvement. While the ad-hoc, joint engineer organizations on the ground have always figured out a way to accomplish their engineer missions, lessons learned point to significant deficiencies in achieving effective joint engineer integration. Three separate studies into recent joint engineer operations concluded that significant improvement in joint engineer integration is needed. The studies pointed to a lack of sufficient joint engineer staff to support effective planning and supervision for the Combatant Commander, ineffective joint engineer command and control, and a lack of interoperability among service engineers.
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Organizational deficiencies of the Combatant Commander's engineer staff were a common deficiency. One study cited the lack of General Officer-level joint engineer headquarters and staffs of insufficient size and expertise to conduct early planning as reasons for a "lack of engineer planning on the CINC's staff." 14 Another study of four recent joint engineer operations cited the challenges of planning joint engineer operations due to the different joint engineer staff structures currently found at the unified staff level. 15 Senior engineer leaders need organizations that will address the new realities of increased joint engineer operations, scarce resources, and identified shortcomings and that will then develop approaches and solutions to ensure the effective joint engineer integration of today's engineer forces.
FORCES DRIVING JOINT ENGINEER TRANSFORMATION
Effective joint engineer transformation is required as an essential process for successful future military engineers for two primary reasons. First, as a supporting force, engineers need to be integrally involved in the ongoing joint force transformation process to ensure they are This means that interoperable and common engineer items are not the norm among the service engineers. One result is that service engineer units cannot exchange equipment. For example, Navy Seabees in Afghanistan flew in equipment they required, then flew it all out when Marine forces they were supporting were relieved by Army forces, whose engineers flew in all their own equipment. 16 Another negative consequence is that service engineers cannot exchange repair parts or even provide maintenance support to equipment from other services.
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Reducing the need for separate equipment and spare parts through joint engineer transformation will also significantly reduce the engineers logistic footprint -a major goal for the joint force. However, a close review of these joint publications shows that in many instances they are a "stitching together" of the individual Service engineer capabilities and doctrine. The next level of jointness will flow from a common joint engineer vision and common joint engineer concepts of operation. Some of this joint engineer vision must wait for a clearer picture of overall joint force concepts of operation. Some, particularly in the construction area, could be developed now. There needs to be some organization in place to develop this joint engineer vision and joint engineer concepts of operation.
There are not any joint engineer schools or joint engineer education programs at this time.
Currently, officers assigned to JTF engineer staffs are often not properly versed in joint engineer operations. JTF engineer staffs are comprised of several 0-4 through 0-6 officers who may or may not have been exposed to joint Professional Military Education (PME). 21 Very few of the 0-3s in these joint engineer organizations have had joint training or education. Additionally, joint PME has little or no engineer content. Therefore, most officers assigned to JTF engineer staffs have little or no understanding of engineer capabilities outside of their own Service. This creates a sharp learning curve before they are able to function effectively in a joint engineer environment. 22 Joint engineer transformation would address joint engineer leader development and education and determine solutions to improve the current deficiencies and increase joint engineer leader capabilities.
Joint engineer integration and joint engineer transformation are two new processes required by the military's engineer leadership to keep engineers relevant and productive today and tomorrow. Joint engineer integration will improve joint engineer capabilities in a time of increasing joint engineer operations and stable engineer resources. Joint engineer transformation promises many improvements to future engineer capabilities as well as ensuring the engineer community stays in step with the transforming joint force it supports.
SERVICE ENGINEER ORGANIZATIONS RESPONSIBLE FOR ORGANIZING, EQUIPPING, MANNING, AND TRAINING ENGINEER FORCES
Senior engineer leaders must have an organizational structure that effectively orchestrates full spectrum, joint engineer integration in support of combatant commanders anywhere in the world. Senior engineer leaders also need an organizational structure that facilitates effective joint engineer transformation. The engineer organizations that are responsible for managing today's engineer units and for developing tomorrow's engineer forces are not properly structured to accomplish these two critical requirements. This section reviews the key service and joint headquarters and staffs responsible for managing the military's engineering forces. It first reviews the structure and missions of the service organizations responsible for organizing, equipping, manning, and training service engineers. This section then looks at the structure and missions of key joint engineer staffs that support the CJCS, the JFCOM commander, and the geographic combatant commanders. Collectively, these service and joint engineer organizations are the primary ones responsible for performing the two tasks of joint engineer integration and joint engineer transformation.
There are two categories of engineering support that drive the current engineer organizational structure responsible for managing the engineers of the Army, Navy, and Air 
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JOINT ENGINEER ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN JOINT ENGINEER INTEGRATION AND TRANSFORMATION
There is no single DOD or joint engineering organization that commands, supervises, or even coordinates the engineers of the different services. This important joint engineer staff is run by a Navy 06 with a staff of 4 personnel -two Army O5s, one Air Force O5, and a Navy O5. This staff is one deep and organizes by geographic combatant commands and by functional areas. 34 The staff's current role in joint engineer integration and transformation is limited. Interestingly, this staff commissioned a fairly comprehensive Engineer Capabilities Study that concluded the Joint Staff engineer should play a larger role in these processes. 35 However, given their current staffing and the macro-level of their mission focus, this staff is not prepared to take on the leadership or any major role in joint engineer integration or joint engineer transformation.
JFCOM ENGINEER
At JFCOM, the engineer staff is found in the J3/4. This staff organizes around the following functions: joint engineer operations (readiness and force provider), joint engineer training and plans, Host Nation Support, and environmental assessment. 36 The JFCOM J3/4
Engineering Division has a total of 6 authorized positions organized along the roles described above. The division chief is a civilian and his staff consists of an Army O5, a Navy O5, an Air Force O4, and two additional civilians. 
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT CURRENT ENGINEER ORGANIZATIONS' ABILITY TO CONDUCT JOINT ENGINEER TRANSFORMATION
Currently, USAES, NCFC, and USACESA's Contingency Support Directorate exist and operate independently of each other. Each of these organizations relies on its own service DOTMLPF systems and processes. Each is pursuing its own internal transformation process without coordination with the other service engineer organizations. There is no existing joint engineer organization or system to coordinate or synchronize the transformation processes of these separate Service engineer organizations.
The Joint Staff Engineer staff ought to be involved in pulling together joint engineer transformation. 44 However, the reality is that this staff's heavy workload, staff of five, O-6 level chief, and location in the Joint Staff J4 prevent it from taking any significant role in joint engineer transformation. The JFCOM Engineer staff is an even more logical choice for leading joint engineer transformation. Since JFCOM is the lead in joint force experimentation and joint force integration, it makes sense that the JFCOM Engineer staff should be the focal point for these same tasks for the engineer community. Unfortunately, their heavy workload, staff of six, O-6 level chief, and location in the J3/4 also prevent this staff from taking charge of joint engineer transformation.
Two quotes sum up this fairly bleak situation: "Today, there is no focal point to identify common engineer issues and potential solutions and present them to decision-makers.
Engineer issues are disaggregated throughout individual Service Programs and do not benefit from the advantage of common solutions to common problems," 45 and "there is also no common engineer voice in joint experimentation, no 'point of leverage' for engineers to influence joint experimentation." 46 Without an effective organizational structure to drive joint engineer transformation, there is minimal work being done to integrate or develop joint engineer organizations, training, materiel, leader development, personnel, or facilities. Senior engineer leaders must establish a supporting organizational structure to make joint engineer transformation a reality.
CONCLUSIONS ABOUT CURRENT ENGINEER ORGANIZATIONS ABILITY TO CONDUCT JOINT ENGINEER INTEGRATION
This review of joint engineer organizations shows that they are inadequately staffed and improperly positioned within their larger organizational structures to effectively orchestrate full spectrum, joint engineer integration in support of combatant commanders. The Combatant
Commanders' engineer staffs cannot properly address all engineer planning considerations from their position in the J4. This small staff is insufficient to coordinate across all the staffs due to the breadth of their planning requirements. The combatant commander engineer staffs need a more robust planning team in peacetime to properly address the full scope of engineering required in support of full spectrum operations so the plans are prepared when a crisis occurs.
Additionally, the peace time engineer staff needs to be large enough to handle the crisis action planning to include initial supervision of engineer forces until the engineer command and control headquarters arrives in theater. The lack of a general officer also hinders the full hearing of engineer issues during the planning and integration process. As currently structured and staffed, the combatant command engineer staffs are not as prepared as they need to be to conduct effective joint engineer integration of engineer forces in support of combatant commanders' operations.
As JFCOM's role in joint force integration grows, so must the JFCOM engineer staff's role in joint engineer force integration increase. JFCOM is now the Armed Forces' lead joint force integrator and force provider. The JFCOM engineer needs to be the lead joint engineer force integrator and joint engineer force provider. The JFCOM J3/4 Engineering Division needs a more robust staff to support this growing requirement. JFCOM's engineer staff of six led by an O-6 is insufficient for its role as the engineer force provider. These structural deficiencies must be fixed to achieve effective full spectrum joint engineer integration in support of the combatant commanders.
Not only are the joint engineer staffs inadequately staffed and improperly positioned but there is no organization or process to integrate the efforts of the entire Combatant Command/service engineer community although meeting the above challenges clearly requires an integrated effort. 47 This is primarily because no engineer organization or staff has been given the joint force integration mission along with the resources to make it happen. To be successful in conducting joint engineer force integration and transformation, the engineer community must address these structural and organizational deficiencies.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Armed Forces faced a crossroads as they moved into the 21 st Century. The senior defense leaders chose joint integration and joint transformation as the path to the future of the military. Senior engineer leaders have the opportunity to take the same road, in step with the Armed Forces they support. Taking this path has the potential to significantly improve the overall capabilities of engineers to support the military and the nation. The following three imperatives spell out how senior engineer leaders can put engineers on the path to achieving joint engineer force integration and transformation. First, Service Chief Engineers must radically commit to joint engineer integration and transformation as the right course for the engineer community. Second, Service Chief Engineers must structure the engineer organizations that manage engineer forces to be able to conduct these two processes. Finally, Service Chief
Engineers must endorse and support the procedures developed by this new structure for accomplishing joint engineer integration and transformation -even at the risk of "losing"
traditional Service capabilities. Below is one way to carry out these imperatives.
FIRST IMPERATIVE
The Service Chief Engineers must radically commit to joint engineer integration and transformation as the right approach. The Service Chief Engineers currently own the funding, the manpower, and the processes that will make integration and transformation happen.
Developing a joint engineer community 'united front' and an integrated approach to joint engineer transformation will require creation of a 'critical mass' of support from engineer GO/FOs. This is probably the only way to achieve the required consensus about engineer-related transformation issues and to give them the required level of visibility and support within DOD, the Joint Staff, and the Services. 48 The Service Chief Engineers are the key decision makers that will make or break joint engineer integration and transformation. They possess the power and influence to make these processes happen or not. It will most likely take a joint effort from all the Service Chief Engineers. Getting these senior leaders to buy into joint engineer integration and transformation will be challenging. As one comprehensive study cited, " and make it a special staff to the commander. Make the joint engineer staff robust enough to handle all engineer planning and supervision for full spectrum operations. Include on the staff the capability to participate in joint engineer integration and transformation processes.
The third organizational change would be to increase the size of the Joint Staff engineer staff to be able to participate in the joint engineer integration and transformation processes and to represent all joint engineer concerns to the CJCS and the Joint Staff. Finally, create a small cell focused on joint engineer integration and transformation processes within USAES, NCFC, and AFCESA. As these processes become a normal way of doing business, these service engineer cells would become key players within the service engineer community for integrating and transforming engineers within the joint engineer community.
THIRD IMPERATIVE
The third imperative is that these new or re-structured organizations would need the authority to develop processes that would force the Service Engineer Chiefs to make the hard decisions on joint engineer force integration and transformation -for the good of the Armed WORD COUNT = 6,691
